Dear partner,
With the holiday season almost upon us, I’m pleased to bring you this year’s final edition of
our Amdocs Open Network Partner Program newsletter. I hope you enjoy our presentation
of the latest news and updates from our partner ecosystem, including ONAP-related
activities and what we’ve been doing at key industry events.
Here’s a preview of this edition’s hot topics:
•

Amdocs partners with Versa Networks and Fortinet to introduce a pre-integrated NFV,
SD-WAN & Advanced Security services orchestration solution

•

EXFO completes its active service assurance product integration with Amdocs’ NFV
software and services portfolio

•

Amdocs and WMware collaborate to integrate Amdocs NFV powered by ONAP with
WMware vCloud Director

I wish you a happy and safe holiday season and look forward to engaging with you in 2019!
Ofer Farkash
Amdocs Open Network
NFV Partner Program Marketing Manager

Amdocs, Fortinet, and Versa
Networks Accelerate CSPs
service innovation
A new pre-integrated NFV orchestration
packaged solution reduces the time and risk
to launch SD-WAN and security services, while
delivering agility, automation and scale in
operations, ensuring a differentiated customer
experience.

Read more

EXFO’s vVerifier enables realtime service performance
visibility
With EXFO’s vVerifier virtual network functions
onboarded to Amdocs NFV powered by ONAP,
CSPs can now easily and efficiently build selfmonitoring services and closed-loop operations
policies.

Read more

WMware, Amdocs partner to
integrate Amdocs NFV platform
with vCloud Director
With this integration, Amdocs NFV powered by
ONAP now enables CSPs to orchestrate VNFs
and their full lifecycle management, when
deployed on VMware cloud environment.

Read more

ONAP 3rd release –
Casablanca is here
As a founding member and co-creator of
ONAP, Amdocs remains strongly committed to
ONAP ongoing development. Having worked
closely with the early adopters, we continue to
work in partnership with leading service
provides and proud to be among
Casablanca’s top code contributors

Read more
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